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ABSTRACT
We report experimental evidence for, a spin of 3/2 and negative
:::~

,

parity for the Y 1( 1660), based on a study of a production experiment,
... :

K.- P

->-

Y >:<1( 1660) +

+ TT -

->-

~

±=t+/
TT TT TT , in the region 2.1 to 2.7 GeV c .

The spin was determined by an Adair analysis of the

Y~( 1660) decay

angular distributions, and the parity determination was based on a
)'<

Dalitz-Miller type of analysis of the Y ~(1660) decay into ~TTTT, involving
three interfering processes and some background.
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Of the 111;lny establi::5hed. hyperun reSOl1Lll1CeS, the
~l. peculi~lr

Y~\i660}

h;ls

hititory in that: although its existence has long since been

'·
d i,2 attempts to measure its spin-parity qua.ntum numbers
est:t b llshe,
have as yet been inconclusive, and in some instances have provided
contr.,ldictory results. 3
for ;l til-HE of 3/2 and

In this letter we report experimental evidence

Y~'(1660)

negative parity for the

or

6(1660}.4

'T he data we re obtained from an analysis of the reactions
-

.I..

+ _ _

(1 )

Kp-:0'lTlTlT

-

- + + -

(I:'

Kp-:0lTlTlT
for- incident

K

beam luomenta in the region 2.1 to 2.7 Ge V / c.

The

pictures were taken in the Berkeley 7 2-inch hydrogen bubble chamber
and analyzed by use of the Alvarez Group program system.

5

The ex-

posure had a K- path-length equivalent of about 20 events/f-Lb.

We

.. ', .found 2814 and 2253 events which fitted Reactions (1) and (2), respectively.
The events have been wetghted to correct for biases in detecting shortlived and small-angle decay

~,

s.

From this sample, we were able to
(435 events)
select a rather large and clean subsample of the quasi-two-body reaction

+
K p-~(1660)

/\

-I

IT

-

-~

±T-'--

IT

IT'lT

(3)

by use of several criteria for the (~lTlT) + particle combinations:
(a)

a (~1T'TT) + mas s selection;

criterion: that the (:0lTlT)

invariant

."

mass be between 1.58 and 1.74 GeV;
(b)

(~lT)O

a .1\(1405) selection;

criterion: that the

(~1TlT)

+ system include a

combination with ari invariant mass between 1.36 and 1.45 GeV;6

" ~.

i'

-2-

(c)

;ttl

anguL.tr ::5clc\;ti0n;

c rite rion:
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that the (6TTTT)

+

production a.ngle
"(

with respect to the incident

in the c. m. system, 0", be such that

K

~

~

cos 0'" < -0.7 for the events at 2.1 GeV/c and cos 0'-

<: -0.8 for the

higher incident mornenta (2.45 to 2.7 GeV /c). 7
No event of Reaction (i) had mo~e than one 2:;+ TT +TT - combination
S<.lti::;fying crite,ria (a) and (c) or (b) and (c) at the same time.
Figure 1a shows the (2:;TTTT) + mass plot of combinations satisfying
criteria (b) and (c) only.

A pronounced enhancement around 1.66 GeV

is clearly visible above a rather small background.
the-

Figure 1b shows

~+ TT - mas s distribution for events of Reaction (1) satisfying the
It shows an enhancement at 1.405 GeV that

criteria (a) and (c) only.

dem.onstrates the dominance of the [.1\(1405) + iT]

decay mode of the

2:; (1660), as reported previously but with smaller statistics. 8
._ I

Spin Determination '
In a forITlation experiment, Bastien and Ber g~

9

studied the

:0(1660) and concluded that its spin was not 1/2 but was most likely 3/2.
Using the Adair analysis 10 in our production experiment, we find spin
1/2 and spin 5/2 incompatible with our data, whereas the spin 3/2
hypothesis fits the data extremely well.
In Fig. 2 we used only those events with incident beam momenta
in the region 2.45 to 2.7 GeV /c
and (b).

7

and satisfying the selection criteria (a)

Figure 2a shows the decay angular distribution of the 2:;(1660)
'.

events whose production cos

}I,

e - ~ -0.9,

plotted as a function of the cosine

of the angle a between the direction of the (Z:; TT) 0 system in the

(~TTTT) +

rest frame and the direction of the incident proton in the overall c. m.

,';;: 3-

~y~t\..'ln.
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11 The pre d'lcte d d'lstn' b
'
f.01' spin 1 / 2, 3 / 2., and 5 / 2
111.10ns

h\'p~)t he s c s,

1
as suming the Adair condition 0 is valid and the dorninant

decay rnode is [1\(-1405) -1- 'IT]

for these events, are shown in Fig. 20.

norm.alized to the total number of events.
?

or 5/.2 has a X'-- confidence level ~
fits

't~lC

The fit for either spin 1/2

o. i%,

whereas the spin 3/2 hypothesis

data with a X 2 confidence level o'f 50%.
The Adair analysis seems justified, as Fig. 2b shows that the

production of 22(1660) does not tend to vanish or even decrease in the
very backward direction but, on the contrary, most of the events are
prqduced at the extreme backward angles.

Moreover, the same type

of decay distribution (not shown) as in Fig. 20., but for the events of
Fig. 2b lying between cos e':'

=-

0.9 and cos e':'

less anisotropy than the one of Fig. 2a.

=-

0.55, shows much

Therefore the distribution

in Fig. 20. can be considered as having the features characteristic of
the production at 180

0

wh~re

the Adair analysis is truly valid.

The predicted 22(1660) decay distributions for spin 3/2 and 5/2
are based on assuITlption of a spin 1/2 for the 1\(1405), as deterInined
by KiIn. 12 It should ,be noted that in Fig. 2a each bin of the histograITl
,
0
,represents a sum over all possible decay angles of the (22'IT) system.,
so that interference effects between the [1\(1405) + 'IT] decay rnode and
, other decay Inodes with a (22'IT) 0 systeIn of different spin -parity froIn
that of the 1\(1405) are integrated out, while those with the (22'IT)0
system having the saIne spin-parity as the .L\(1405) give the saIne predictions as shown in Fig. 2a for the [.L\(1405) + 'IT] decay Inode alone.
Henceforth, spin 3/2 is assumed in this paper.

-;-4 -
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P_~l.rity Jkt~~_rn~in~tio.!..~

.
3
.
Previous efforts to measure the parity of the L:(1660), in both

,
13,14
d
d
'
15-17
form..:ltlun
an pro uchon
experiments, have yielded some

'
contr;). d 1ctory
resu I ts. 18
OUT m.ethod consists essentially of a Dalitz-Miller type of
. '. 20
analysls
of the L:(1660) decay, which predicts a depopulation of events
fOT negative parity and a relative enhancement of events for positive
parity about the point on the Dalitz plot where the
",,k..J

'TT

+

111

L:

is at rest in the

21
rest frame. We call that point the strategic point from now on.

Mo're specifically, we consider the distributions of the L:±, 'TTT, and 'TT +

.

.

particles with respect to each other in the (L:'TT'TT)

+

combination satisfying

22
criteria (a) and (c) and compare them with the predictions when negative

or positive parity is assumed for the L:(1660).

Those predictions are

expected to be very different around the strategic point.

Only informa-

tion pertaining directly to the L:(1660) decay properties is included in

..

. f ormahon
.
, 2 3 an d any 1n
t h at wou ld d epen d a I so on t h e prot h e ana I yS1S,
duction mechanism is ignored.
The L:(1660) decay into L: +'TT +'TT - and L: - 'TT +'TT + was considered to
occur via a 'TT + and a '(L:'TT)

0

system, which is the superposition of

three states, namely:
1,

1\.(1405) with spin 1/2, negative parity, isospin 0;12

II,

a

nonreso~ant

(L:'TT)

°

system [i. e.,

a: matrix element independent

of the (L:'TT)O mass] with spin 1/2, negative parity, isospin 1 -- analogous.
~:

to that deduced by Humphrey and Ros s in the analysis of K + p and

...
.,

III, L:(1385)O with spin 3/2, positive parity, is os pin 1.

",± ~ 24
4-'

"IT

;

tiel{ L-17590 Rev.
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_

.Ill

tlw

\:~1TTT)

::..;

u1nluinatio11s in

I

1'\ltiu\"uh'illg the
C'\'sttl1l,:

tlH'

I't

I

1.

IT'

n

\'Ull".llll<j(-iOIlS,

O\1r S.11l1pl.e

~(1b60) resonance.

ar(' t.wo pu~~ible

were due to background processes

Because most of the1'n are (L1TU)+

diU(,l'cntspin-parity fron1 that of the :0('1660), they were

\·l)J1"irh-n.:d as 11()t interfering 'vviOl processes I,

I \ "'

t.!1\'l"C

n,

a.nd HI, and they are

'1
t 1H' LuU II,,0 f' 1.
uac 1<.groun d events In
t1e s;nnp I e 0 f "<'
"-' +'IT + 1T - ,

In;itcd by a

].'hasC-Spd.L~e

,
approX1-

distrib 1 1tion;

V. a phase-space bacK:ground for the L
different in llJagnitude from that in

- 11' +1T +

proce~s

systeln that could be

IV because the reflections

of other final-state resonances in Reactions (1) and (2) are different;

VI, 1\(1')2.0)
into L±u

i

+

iTt

phase-space distribution [(,Howed by a .1\(1:)20) decay

with a branehirtgratio expected from the ratio of available

pha se sp:1.ce and a 1\( 1520) width of 20 Me V.
A complete m.athematical description of the model is given In
reference 22.
PrOCt'ss I has been shown as the dominant one;

8

however, if

it were the only process in the :L:(1660) decay, the ratio of

~+ /:0- events

in our sample would be expe cted to be between 1.1 and 1. 2, and not 1. 8
11 y b yusan d b yot1ers.
1
16, 2 5 A.
.
as f oun d eXperlnl.enta

'
. n0 f
COIn b Ina
1..10

Processes I, III, IV. V, and VI alone cannot adjust that ratio and still
explain the rest of t.he data.

Process II, though, can adjust that ratio

without perturbing any athe r dis tribution substantial! y.

Procc s s HI.

on the other hand, distorts the distributioll on tht' D;11it7. plt)t ;111<1 ch'lngcs

-6 -

the })l"l'dictioll around the strategic point,
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;is

seen in Fig. 3, wher~ two

l'urvCs for the positive-parity hypoth0sis are shown, resulting fronl two
"1 an
. d one Wlt
" h out lntro
"
d
'
"
f lts.--one
Wltl
uClng
Process III. 26 The presence

of Processes IV through VI is evident when one looks at distributions
./

(not shown) of events when the (:I;TTTr) mass is

> 1.74 GeV and selection

(c) but not (b) is made.
Alternative modes were considered for Processes II and Ill,
where the (::0TrTT)+ system hadthe same spin-parity as the ::0(1660), hence
interfering with Process I, but was not resonating at a (::0 TrTT ) mass of
1660 MeV.

27

Process II always gave a much worse fit to the data when

the alternative mode [i. e., as non-::0(1660) background} was considered,
whether Process III was in an alternative mode or not.

Process III gave

a slightly worse fit for the alternative mode in both cases of parity .
.. ' The curves on Figs. 1 and 3 all correspond to, Processes II and III considered as de cay modes of. the ::0 ( 1660).
The intensities

22

of Processes I through VI and relative phases of

Processes I, II, and III were adjusted to fit at the same time the

660 ::0+TT+TT-

"'
. f ylng
.
t'
(c) an d '"
an d t h e ""
k.I - "IT +Tr + corn b
lnatlons
sahs
crl"erlon
klTTTr mass range

.from 1. 58 to 1. 86 Ge V.

The reason for using a broade r sele ction than

sele ction (a) is to improve the determination of the paramete rs: controlling
Processes IV, V, and VI.
'J,

Results of the Parity Fit
The width of the J\..(-1405) was first considered as 35 MeV and
the

:I; ( 1660) width as 60 MeV.

new parame te r.

Then the J\..( 1405) width was added as a

When the ::0 ( 1660) parity was considered as negative,

the best estimate became approxhnatcly 50 MeV whether or not Procl'sses
II and (or) III were considered with their alternative mode.

For positive

parity of the ::0(1660). the best t'Htirnatc stayed :tround 35 MeV for .111 cases.

U CRL- t 7 590 Rev.
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Thl' .\ (1·~05) width \V<1ti then fi:-;.ed <1t its bl~St. value for each case of

p,l1'ity :\!hi the ~(lG60) width was adjutited.

The best estimate for it

became about 80 MeV in all cases [or negative parity and 110 MeV for
positive parity.
In either parity case, the natural logarithm of the likelihoocf

1... ~ecreases

8

by rnore than 7.3 if Process III is turned off, by more

than i5 if both Processes II and III are turned off.

These results

illustrate the nece s sity of including inte rference effe cts between
Proce sse s I and II and between I and III, for the events around the

2:(1660) mas s.
More important 1S the difference between the logarithm of
obtained for the positive-and negative-parity hypotheses.
always favors negative parity.
"

. ments, that difference is 13.5.

.J.-:'

The difference

For the best fit for both parity assign-

28

For the constrained fits - -that 1S,

when the fits were constr.ained by either turning off Process III, or
Processes II and III and/or constraining the width of the 1\(1405) to be

35 MeV and the 2:(1660) width to be 60 MeV--the difference was always
greate r than 11) favoring negative parity.
We also constructed a X

2

29,·30
.
.
f or. b ot h par1tyass1gnments.

to compare the probability distributions

W e compute d t h eX 2 f or tl1e salnp 1e

used in the fit [~'TT" mass included between 1.58 and 1.86 GeV and
criterion (c)] and for the more restricted sample satisfying selection
criteria (a) (i. e .•

~'TT'TT

mas s between 1. 58 and 1. 74 Ge V) and (c).

X 2 were similar in each case and we quote here the
the smaller sample, i.

Both

X 2 referring to

e., satisfying criteria (a) and (c).

the be st fits of each parity as signment, we obtain a X

2

Comparing

of 17,.5 for an

-8-

l'Xp~'~:tL'·d

tlh'

X

.~

of

UCRL-17590 Rev.

l '
.
2.9·
if the posltive parity hypothesis was correct. . For

cons trained fits ,described in the previous paragraph, the X

positive parity are always greater than 15.4. 29

pected X '-' of 1, and all the' constrained fits have
We conclude therefore that the parity of the

for

On the other hand, the

be s t fit for the negative -parity hypothe sis has a X
~

Z

Z

X

of 0.1 for an ex-

Z

~(1660)

les s than Z.3.

30

'

is negative.

From the best fit for negative parity we obtain the following
results for the amounts of the various processes, expressed as a per~(1660)

centage. of the total numbers of events in our

sample defined by

)

selection criteria (a) and (c):
6 9 % for
4% for

~ ( 16 6 0) -- [.L\ (1 40 5) + 'IT

1 (i. e.,

2:(1660) -- [(:6±'lTT )1-1
-

~-wave

r.

5% for [ :6(1385) + 'IT] background

Pr 0 c e s s I),
+ 'IT+] (i. e., Process II),

(i. e., Process III)

17% for the total noninterfering background (Processes IV-VI),
ff·:

•

+11% for the amount of interference between various processes
in the :6+

eve~ts,

- 6% for the amount of interference between various proces ses
in the:6

events.

!)..S _c:-~_Jp~~p~nd.~_t~_sh.~J5-.-QL9..£r__ ,~2'£""EU, we have calculated from the
re suIts of a study

31

.
+ - 0
of the reaction K p --.L\ 'IT 'IT 'IT , in the same bubble

chamber exposure, that the amount of [:6(1385) + 'IT] in our data sample
should be

~

5.3%, .which is consistent with the result for Process III

from our best fit.
Finally, we plotted for each fit, - -using the program F AK~2 --'
the distributions expected for various invariants in the (:?:'IT'IT) + system
and compared thelU with the data for real events satisfying criteria

-9-

Sonl.€' of the' curves for the beot fito arc ohown along ·with

{it) and (c).

Ow

UCRL-17 590 Rev.

hi~t,-)grams

in Figs. 1 and 3.· All positive-parHy predictions--for

tlw b('st fit and for the constrained fits --fitted the data poorly, especially
in thL' bins of the histograms co rresponding to the strategic point on the

Dalitz plot. 21

With our determination of the widths and with all Processes

1 through VI turned on, the best fit for negative parity is acceptable on
c\·ery histogram (including the many histograms not shown) while the
expectations for the other cases fit poorly at one region or another of
our data.
Concl u.s ion s

1.

The spin of theL;( 1660) is 3/2 if the Adair analysis is valid

for our data.
The L;( 1660) parity is negative if our model with Processes

2.

I through VI can approximate the mechanism of decay L;( 1660) - L;1TTT and
.,..i

•

the background in our sample.

3.
L;(1660) -

4.

The decay mode L;(1660) -

1\(1405)

+

IT.

The decay L;(1660) -

the 1\.(1405)

+ IT

L;1TTT is dominated by the process

decay· mode.

L;ITIT cannot be characterized solely by

Our model gives an excellent fit to the

. data for negative parity.

5.

Our best estimate for the width of the 1\(1405) is 50±8 MeV.

6.

Our best estimate for the L;(1660) width is 75±10 MeV.
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.
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p I ot

0

( ....,'IT'IT
....~ ) + sy::;telTI sati::; fying se I ection criteria

f tlle

(b) and (c);'

b.

Mass plot of the (L:

+ 'IT

)

system satisfying selection criteria

)

system satisfying selection criteria

(a) and (c);

c.

l\.lass plot of the (L:

- +
'IT

(a) and (c), two combinations plotted per event.

The solid curves are the results of the best fit for the
negative parity hypothesis for the L:(1660).
in a

and b

are the corresponding estimates of the non-L:(1660)

background, and the dotted curve in· c
fit for positive parity for the
Fig. 2.

The dashed curves

is' the result of the best

L:(1660).

L:(1660) angular distributions for incident K

in the region 2.45 to 2.7 GeV

Ic

beam momenta

ands~tisfyingselection criteria

(a) and (b) ..

a.

Decay angular distribution plotted as a function of the Adair

..

angle as defined in the text, for events whose production
-',

cos

e"-

~ -0.9 (Ref. 11).

The curves represent the pre-

dictions of the different spin hypotheses as labeled.
-',

b.

Fig. 3.

Production cos

Distribution of L:
for

e"-

distribution.

kinetic energy in the L:

- 'IT +'IT + rest

frame

L:(1660) events satisfying selection criteria (a) and (c) de-

fined in the text.

:.

The solid curve is the result of the best fit

for the negative parity hypothesis.

The dashed curve is the

. -.
result of the best fit for positive parity and the dotted curve
corresponds to the fit for positive parity but with Process III
turned off.
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